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That Which I Love Destroys Me is a Participant Media Production  

in association with the Armed Forces Foundation. It is available on DVD. 

For more information, visit www.takepart.com/vets.

About This Guide
This guide is for people who want to use the documentary That Which I Love Destroys Me 
(TWILDM) as a springboard for meaningful discussion and action to address the urgency  
of mental health issues for veterans and others suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder 
(PTSD) in the United States. 

At least 20% of the 2.3 million U.S. Iraq and Afghanistan veterans have PTSD, depression  
or both as a result of their service. And more than 50% of them do not seek treatment.* 
Across the country, military personnel, their families, and the surrounding civilian communities 
grapple with the effects of PTSD—our hope is that this guide can prompt productive 
discussion, reflection, and action in support of our veterans and their communities.

About That Which I Love Destroys Me
That Which I Love Destroys Me, directed by Ric Roman Waugh, provides an uncensored 
look at the current epidemic of PTSD and severe mental traumas that create tremendous 
challenges for returning service members. A five-year labor of love, TWILDM follows two 
special operations soldiers Tyler Grey and Jayson Floyd who returned home from fighting in 
the longest combat campaign in American history only to face a new battle, the effects and 
stigma of PTSD and reintegration. And, more important, the documentary examines how 
they’re overcoming these issues.

That Which I Love Destroys Me is part of Return the Service, a national campaign led  
by Participant Media to generate support for our vets. The campaign integrates veterans’ 
perspectives and experiences through inspiring stories of trial and achievement. The 
multiplatform approach deep-dives into key issues facing veterans, their families and support 
systems nationally, with a focus on veteran health, employment, benefits and community. 
For more information on the campaign, visit www.takepart.com/return-the-service. 
For more information on the film, visit www.takepart.com/vets.

*  PTSD in Service Members and New Veterans of the Iraq and Afghanistan Wars.  
www.ptsd.va.gov/professional/newsletters/research-quarterly/V20N1.pdf

www.takepart.com/vets
www.takepart.com/return-the-service
www.takepart.com/vets
http://www.ptsd.va.gov/professional/newsletters/research-quarterly/V20N1.pdf
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Using Film to Engage and Build Community
Getting clear on exactly what you hope to get out of your film screening is an important first 
step in planning for success! Here are a few questions to consider as you get started:

What Do You Hope to Achieve As a Result of Your Film Screening?

Considering your community, there are a number of possible objectives for your screening:
• Raising the general public’s and veteran community’s awareness of PTSD  

and mental health issues
• Normalizing mental health issues within the military community
• Sparking dialogue between military and civilians
• Creating a safe space for veterans to begin to unpack their experience with  

combat and PTSD 

How Can You Focus a Post-Screening Discussion So It Best Serves  
Your Goals?

Consider the following themes covered in the film to prime your thinking: 
• Post combat reintegration
• Family of service members
• PTSD
• Mental health issues
• Drug addiction
• Homelessness
• Depression 

Which People, Groups and Organizations Can You Partner with in  
Your Community and What Roles Can They Play?

If you’re hosting a large event, identifying relevant partners or co-sponsors for your event  
is essential. In addition to serving as an extra set of hands to help with your event, they can 
help you reach the audiences you want to reach. If there are people, groups or organizations 
in your community that you’ve been hoping to connect with and that you think would value  
a chance to participate in something like this, now is the time to contact them!

These are the types of organizations that are doing relevant work locally: 
• Military institutions and services – local Department of Veteran Affairs (VA) chapters,  

local Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine units and installations
• Veteran services organizations – Volunteers of America, Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans  

of America, Wounded Warriors Project, American Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars, Disabled 
American Veterans, The Mission Continues, Team Rubicon, Team Red, White and Blue 

• Mental health services organizations – local mental health services providers that 
specialize in PTSD and nonprofits like the National Alliance for the Mentally Ill

Partners can contribute to your event in a range of ways, depending on their interest  
and capacity:
• Promoting the event
• Offering speakers and experts for a panel discussion
• Supporting event planning and strategy
• Exhibiting relevant materials and resources at the event

PRO-TIP   
Make It Matter!

When reaching out to  
groups you’ve never worked 
with before, be sure to 
highlight elements of the  
film that are most relevant  
to their interests. For 
example, a mental health 
services organization may  
be interested to learn that  
Film Subjects Tyler and 
Jayson sought counseling  
in their healing process.
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Initial Considerations in Planning Your Event
There are various things to consider as you proceed with your event.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT VENUE

Think about size and accessibility.
• Size – Identify a space that is big enough to accommodate the size of your anticipated 

audience. If you’re on a budget, consider holding your event at a community center, in  
a meeting space on a military base, in a school meeting space, or in a church social hall. 

• Accessibility – Consider your target audience and these factors: 
 o Is the space close to public transportation?
 o Is there parking available? 
 o Is the space accessible for people with disabilities?
 o  If your venue is on a military base and you want the civilian community to attend,  

will they easily be able to go on base?

A/V EQUIPMENT 

Do you have access to the right equipment? The equipment you’re going to need will 
probably include some combination of the following:
• Screen (or white wall)
• Projector 
• Relevant media player (laptop hookup, DVD player etc.)
• Speakers 
• Adaptors and appropriate cables
• Handheld microphones to assure all can hear (if space warrants)

And be sure to test all your equipment beforehand!

SEATING ARRANGEMENTS

If you plan to hold a post-screening small-group dialogue, a space that accommodates  
small round tables is ideal. Tables are best set up informally, with no more than five chairs at 
each to enable participants to engage each other around a table. If you’re planning to hold  
a large-group discussion or panel, a movie theater is ideal.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

If your screening is during the day and your venue has windows, be sure there are blackout 
curtains or at least dark blinds. Depending on your climate and the season, check  
if the space has heating or air conditioning. Are the chairs comfortable enough to sit through 
a film? Will you need child-care accommodations? Are you allowed to bring food into  
the space?

Film Subject Tyler Grey at a tactical 
shooting competition in Las Vegas.
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Promoting and Publicizing Your Event
TEMPLATES AND MATERIALS

Go to www.takepart.com/vets to access a range of customizable materials intended to help 
with your event planning and outreach.

These materials include: 
• This guide
• An event flyer template
• A press release template
• An event-planning checklist
• Campaign and film logos/images 

PROMOTIONAL TACTICS

There are different ways to promote an event, each with a different function.

Flyer distribution 
• Use our flyer template (found at www.takepart.com/vets) for laying out the details of 

your specific event.
• Make copies (in color if your budget permits) and distribute them around your city or town 

at coffee shops, grocery stores, community clinics, libraries, and other relevant venues that 
get a lot of foot traffic. 

Web
Announce the event on your website, featuring the movie trailer as a hook. And leading up 
to the event, keep it on your homepage! Create a section on your website with event 
information or, at the very least, include a link to an Eventbrite page where people can access 
more information. Also consider paying to post web banners on local blogs and websites.  
If your organization has a blog, Facebook page, or Twitter account, post information about 
the event in these places as well (see Social Media section below). Relevant online discussion 
forums are another venue for publicizing your event online.

Email blasts
Email all of your contacts about this upcoming event. Encourage people to forward the 
emails to the contacts in their networks. Sending three email blasts is ideal.
1. The first email blast announces the event and provides details such as date, time and 

location; it should be sent out as soon as possible.
2. The second serves as a reminder and provides any new details and highlights special 

features, speakers and activities; it should be sent a few days before the event.
3. Send the third email blast after the event to share key takeaways from the discussion, 

specific calls to action, information about what this activity meant for the community and 
how to continue contributing; it should be sent within two days after the event.

Partner cross-promotion
Keep your partner organizations and groups in the loop with your promotional materials and 
flyers so that they can promote the event widely as well. Ask each group director to send out 
an email blast, using the provided templates. Be sure to give them plenty of lead time to 
promote the event. Share any tips from this guide as well! 

Film Subject Jayson Floyd

www.takepart.com/vets
www.takepart.com/vets
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Community calendars
Add your event to local community calendars and websites that allow user-submitted events.

Local press
Spend some time thinking about what your target audience listens to, watches and reads 
because that’s where you’re most likely to get the best coverage. Veteran issues have been 
making major headlines recently, and you could take advantage of this coverage by casting a 
wide net over the local news publications and outlets. Make a clear connection between your 
event and current news topics. Pitch the uniqueness and importance of this screening and 
community discussion, especially given your community’s large veteran population.

If you or one of your partner organizations has a communications point person who can take 
the lead on contacting press, involve that person right away. 

Press release
Go to www.takepart.com/vets to access a customizable local press release 
template for your event.

Basic timeline for media outreach
• A month before the event, check submission deadlines for calendar listings for 

your city’s daily and weekly publications. Many newspapers, weekly and monthly 
magazines, chambers of commerce, tourism organizations, and even area 
television and radio stations have community calendars that are free advertising 
for events like this.

• Two weeks before your event, forward the press release to all local and state 
newspapers, as well as to community websites.

• Ten days before your event, issue the press release to a wide range of media, 
including mainstream media, alternative media, specialty publications, online 
publications and local bloggers. Using the press release and follow-up emails or 
phone calls, target reporters who cover topics related to defense, mental health 
and veteran services.

• Follow up with these media sources several days before the event and encourage 
them to attend.

www.takepart.com/vets
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Social media
• Get connected on Facebook and Twitter. On Facebook, “like” That Which I Love 

Destroys Me, the Armed Forces Foundation, Take Part and follow them on Twitter to 
encourage cross-promotion. 

 o  That Which I Love Destroys Me, the film – tweet @TWILDM, www.Facebook.com/
TWILDM

 o Return the Service and TakePart.com – tweet @TakePart, www.Facebook.com/takepart
 o  Armed Forces Foundation – tweet @supportaff, www.Facebook.com/

ArmedForcesFoundation
• Create a Facebook event and post about the event on your Facebook page. After you 

create the event page, preferably under your official Facebook community page (if you 
have one), you should aim to use this tool as a platform for sharing relevant information 
beyond the film, starting discussions and continuing to raise awareness of the issues from 
the post-screening discussion. 

Sample Facebook Posts 
Build interest over time with a series of posts. Here are some examples:
• One of the worst after effects of war is happening in our own backyard. Roughly 

every hour, a veteran is committing suicide. This documentary explains it all. 
www.takepart.com/vets

• A hero is someone who has given his or her life to something bigger than oneself. 
That Which I Love Destroys Me screens in (insert your city) on (date) at (time). 
Learn more here.

• Curious about how our country supports our war heroes? Find out more on (date) 
at (time) at (location)—come to our screening of the film That Which I Love 
Destroys Me, the personal story of healing for two veterans who returned home 
from one war only to face an invisible battle with PTSD. Come meet the director 
and the film’s heroes! To RSVP, visit (insert link to RSVP site).

• Think all veterans have PTSD? Make sure you have the facts, then stop the rumors 
about veterans! Visit www.takepart.com/article/2014/08/25/veteran-op-ed.

• Have you heard about a campaign that honors and supports our veterans?  
Learn about how you can #ReturnTheService here: www.takepart.com/return-
the-service.

Also be sure to mention if refreshments will be provided. At the end of each post, 
share an image from the film, a link to your Facebook event, and/or a link to the host 
organization’s website.

Twitter Recommendations
• Tweet once a day in the two weeks leading up to the event (if possible). Tweets 

must be short, concise and simple. Use the event hashtag #returntheservice and 
@TWILDM handle.

• Tag @TWILDM, @TakePart, and @supportAFF as much as possible, for wider 
visibility.

• As a promotional tactic, identify local tweeters who may have a wide reach  
(radio personalities, civic leaders etc.) and tag them in your posts to encourage 
them to retweet.

TIP  Designate a social  
media captain to live tweet 
during your event.

www.Facebook.com/TWILDM
www.Facebook.com/TWILDM
TakePart.com
www.Facebook.com/takepart
www.Facebook.com/ArmedForcesFoundation
www.Facebook.com/ArmedForcesFoundation
www.takepart.com/vets
http://www.takepart.com/article/2014/08/25/veteran-op-ed
http://www.takepart.com/return-the-service
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• Here are some sample posts:
 o  Worst after effects of war happening in our own backyard.  

#returntheservice@TWILDM, www.takepart.com/vets
 o @TWILDM, the film screening in (location) on (date). RSVP here!
 o  #returntheservice. Join fellow veterans for a screening of @TWILDM  

on (date) in (location).

Keeping social media buzz alive after your event
After your event, post event photos on your website and Facebook page to show off what  
a successful event you put on. Use social media to thank the participants, sponsors and 
speakers for contributing. With Twitter, don’t forget to use the hashtag #returntheservice.

ROUNDING UP RSVPS

Gathering RSVPs is a good idea, especially if your venue has limited seating. But don’t put all 
your faith in the RSVP list—there will always be no-shows (it’s often up to a 30% drop), and 
also, people who did not RSVP will likely show up. Tracking ahead of time just gives you an 
indicator of what to expect. Here are some tips to help you through this process:
• Be sure to centralize information so you have an accurate headcount at all times. 
• Set the RSVP deadline for a few days before the actual event. If you get fewer responses 

than expected, you will still have enough time to reach out to more people, and if there 
are more than expected, you can notify people in advance that they may not be 
guaranteed a seat.

• If your event is at capacity, send out a reminder email to confirmed attendees the day 
before the event. Let them know you will hold their seat only until 15 minutes before the 
event starts.

• Your Facebook event and Eventbrite (www.eventbrite.com) are useful resources for 
tracking RSVPs online. 

• If your numbers are close to reaching capacity at the time of the event, add anyone who 
shows up without an RSVP to the end of the list and let in as many as can be 
accommodated just before the screening starts. Film Director Ric Roman Waugh 

leading veterans in a discussion 
about war and PTSD.

www.takepart.com/vets
www.eventbrite.com
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Picking the Right Format  
and Lineup for Your Event
PRE-SCREENING SUGGESTIONS

Pre-Reception
A pre-reception is a good opportunity for guests to mingle with each other while providing  
a cushion of time to allow for guests to arrive. This is a great opportunity for your partners to 
exhibit materials about their organization and connect with attendees. Also consider offering 
dinner or snacks, especially if your event is scheduled around a mealtime. This is a long time 
for guests to sit with a grumbling belly, and you may lose them before the post-screening 
portion if you do not plan for this. Ask a local grocery store or restaurant to donate to the 
event; many have programs set up for charitable giving to nonprofit organizations. Be aware 
that typically they need a full month in advance to process a donation.

Exhibit Hall
If your venue permits, invite your partners to exhibit their materials about their organization. 
You can also put up a display of compelling data about veterans and PTSD, either on poster 
boards or projected as images on the walls. 

Opening Remarks
In five minutes or less, the guests should be welcomed and integrated as core components 
of the event. Their presence is important for communicating the message of the film beyond 
the walls of the screening room.
• Introduce your organization and why the event is important to your community.
• Encourage people to stick around for the discussion afterward.
• Thank significant partners, supporters, and so on.

BE SENSITIVE AND PREPARED! 

Engaging in conversation around this subject matter 
requires having mental health professionals on hand 
to provide support to veterans in the audience. See 
our Resources section for organizations to contact 
in your area.

Ric, Jayson, and Tyler at the America’s 
Heroes Challenge competition.
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POST-SCREENING: ENGAGING YOUR AUDIENCE

Depending on your goals and the size of your group, there are several ways you can engage 
your audience more deeply with the film and the issues. Here are three suggestions: a panel 
discussion, a large-group dialogue, and a small-group dialogue.

Panel discussion
A panel discussion is a great way to bring visibility to the various perspectives addressed  
in the film. As well, it allows for local organizations and leaders to frame the film in your 
community’s context. Panelists can help put the film in context by providing background 
information about veteran reintegration and what’s happening in your community. Plan  
about 30 to 45 minutes for the discussion and 15 to 20 minutes for the audience Q&A. 

Finding and preparing a moderator
• Find an experienced moderator or at least someone who is well versed in local 

veteran issues and is comfortable speaking in public. 
• The moderator’s responsibility is to keep the conversation going and ensure  

that all points are addressed in the time you have scheduled for discussion.
• The moderator should set the stage with relevant statistics or anecdotes about 

what’s happening in your community as a way to localize the story even more.
• The moderator should ask the panelists to introduce themselves, their 

organization and how their work relates to what was just seen in the film.
• The moderator might consider prompting the panelists with an opening question, 

such as: “What in the film jumped out at you?” Ideally, the panelists will reference 
specific scenes from the film as they make their points. 

Finding and preparing the panelists
• Be sure your panelists present a range of perspectives, based on what you 

identified as the frame of your event. Possible panelists might include veterans 
who have dealt with PTSD, mental health professionals, military leaders, and 
family members of veterans. Your community partners are often great sources for 
potential panelists. Aim for no more than four panelists. With too many speakers, 
the conversation gets diffused. 

• If possible, allow for the panelists to preview the film before the event so they 
have an opportunity to prepare remarks.

• Give your panelists an idea of who will be in the audience so they can tailor the 
discussion to the audience’s interests. For example, if you anticipate a general 
audience, ask panelists to tone down their use of specific jargon.

Audience Q&A
• Ask audience members to keep their questions short so that many voices  

may be heard.
• Decide whether you’ll have microphones to pass around or if audience members 

have to come to microphones set up in the aisles.
• Although it’s unlikely, be prepared for negative comments from audience 

members. For example, there may be audience members who disagree with 
some of the perspectives on the panel. A skilled moderator can help ensure  
a civil, productive conversation in which many perspectives are heard.

• Limit audience members from making long comments or speeches. Have the 
moderator remind the audience to ask questions if they stray from this format.

Tyler geared up before a special 
operations mission.
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Large-group discussion
Engaging in a meaningful discussion with a large room is a challenge in many ways.  
If done right, however, it can be powerful and transformative. The key to a successful group 
discussion lies in the establishment of conversation guidelines and the thoughtfulness of  
the questions you craft. The suggestions below provide a starting point for both. Remember, 
however, that what’s true for one community may not be true for another. There is no one 
right way to do it! The most important thing is that the guidelines and questions align with 
your hopes for the event, resonate with your target audiences and challenge them to think 
about their experience in a new way. So take a look at these suggested guidelines and pick 
or adapt a series of guidelines and questions that work for you.

Discussion Guidelines
Immediately following the screening it may be helpful to open with a simple 
question to get the dialogue started. However, shortly thereafter or even before that, 
it is often helpful to establish some general guidelines for the conversation. Here are 
some you can mention or post in the room. You should design any other guidelines 
that may be appropriate, considering your specific audience.
• Practice active listening.
• Look for similarities (not differences).
• Speak with the intention not to alienate.
• Assume the answer exists in all the pieces and not in just one person’s voice.
• What is said in the room stays in the room. 

Discussion Questions 
Establish a conversational atmosphere. Having participants turn to the person next 
to them just as the lights come up is a great way to engage them immediately and 
reduces the lag time that can open the door to early departures. 

Whether you start with participants talking to their neighbor or with a large-group 
discussion, begin with a simple question. For example, ask participants to introduce 
themselves and to say what struck them about the film. Ask, “What moved you in 
this film? What part resonated most with you?”

Once a conversational atmosphere has been established, it’s time to deepen the 
dialogue. The questions should help participants make connections between their 
feelings and opinions associated with the film and the work they do in their 
community. Here are some options: 
 What did Tyler and Jayson need when they returned home in order to feel safe 

and reintegrated?
 What was the community’s responsibility here, if any, to Tyler and Jayson?
 How can veterans experiencing PTSD and their family members take personal 

responsibility for their healing and community reintegration?
 Assuming this war affects everyone in the United States, how can veterans and 

their family members help those within our community not directly touched by 
the war process this situation?

 How do Jayson and Tyler feel about the term post-traumatic stress disorder,  
or PTSD? How do you feel about the term?

 Does the label “hero” hurt or help?
 How might veterans feel about their place back in a society made up of many 

civilians who are disillusioned by the war?

Tyler reflecting on his injuries.
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As a final question, it’s helpful to bring the discussion around to thinking ahead.  
You can consider the following questions:
 What did the conversations we’ve just had spark you to think about or do,  

going forward? 
 What actions, including collaborations and conversations, would you like  

to engage in after this event? 
 How has this event shifted your understanding of veteran reintegration  

and PTSD?

You can also consider describing a few scenes from the film that will allow the 
audience to reflect directly with the film:
 Jayson’s brother shared his experience with Jayson’s PTSD. How did that strike 

you? What responsibilities do family members have to their veteran family 
counterparts when they come home from war? How can family members help 
ease the transition?

 Tyler was unable to complete the rope climb in the obstacle course. How did that 
strike you? How does that scene influence your understanding of difficulties and 
challenges in your own life?

 Tyler and Jayson talked about sharing their PTSD with each other. How can 
veterans help each other walk through some of this together? What role does  
the community play in the journey of healing through PTSD? Are there any 
mechanisms in place in your community to help move this conversation forward?

 Veterans-only discussion considerations 

In general, the questions above are designed to invite a diverse set of 
participants to continue to reflect on a series of broad and emerging 
questions. However, the questions can be reframed to specifically invite the 
military community to engage in more targeted reflection and to support the 
exploration of a specific issue. If your audience is solely military, these are 
possible questions for discussion: 

 Considering the current state of mental health issues and PTSD in our 
community, how can we continue to break down the stigma and create  
a more open environment for healing as a community? 

 What do you need in order to feel included again?
 What do you need in order to feel safe again?
 If you face anger, what do you do with it?
 What does closure look like to you?

Executive Producer Patricia Driscoll 
also serves as President of the 
Armed Forces Foundation.
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Small-group dialogue 
Engaging in a meaningful dialogue in small groups can be very rewarding. It offers a chance 
for both immediate intimacy and the chance to take advantage of the collective wisdom  
in the room. Achieving both can be a challenge in many ways. If done right, however, it  
can be powerful and transformative. The key to successful small-group dialogues, as with  
large-group discussions, lies in the establishment of conversation guidelines and the 
thoughtfulness of the questions you craft. The suggestions below provide a starting point  
for both. Remember, however, that what’s true for one community may not be true for 
another. There is no one right way to do it! The most important thing is that the guidelines 
and questions align with your hopes for the event, resonate with your target audiences and 
challenge them to think about their experience in a new way. So review what follows and  
pick or adapt a series of guidelines and questions that work for you.

Small-group dialogue format 

Round 1: Dyads
Immediately following the screening, we suggest inviting participants to turn  
to the person next to them and dive directly into a question that invites their 
immediate reactions to the film while the feelings are still fresh. Consider starting 
with a simple question. For example: 
 Introduce yourself and tell us what struck you about the film. What moved you? 

What part resonated most with you? 

Note: Asking participants to turn to the person next to them just as the lights go  
on is a great way to engage them immediately and reduces the lag time that can 
open the door to early departures. But if you notice people prefer to speak in larger 
groups, allow that to happen. Don’t force anything that doesn’t feel right. 

Rounds 2 and 3: Small-group question
Once a conversational atmosphere has been established, it’s time to deepen the 
dialogue. For the second and third rounds of dialogue, the facilitator can ask 
participants to break into small groups of four or five. The questions should help 
participants make connections between their feelings and opinions associated  
with the film and the work they do in their community. For example: 
 What did Tyler and Jayson need when they returned home in order to feel  

safe and reintegrated?
 What was the community’s responsibility here, if any, to Tyler and Jayson?
 How can veterans and family members of veterans experiencing PTSD take 

personal responsibility for their healing and community reintegration?
 Assuming this war affects everyone in the United States, how can veterans and 

family members help those within our community not directly touched by the  
war process this situation?

 How do Jayson and Tyler feel about the term post-traumatic stress disorder,  
or PTSD? How do you feel about the term?

 Does the label “hero” hurt or help?
 How do veterans feel about their place back in a society made up of many 

civilians who are disillusioned by the war?

PRO-TIP   
Further Reading

Many of these 
recommendations are based 
on a World Café dialogue 
model. If you have the time 
and ability to design a full 
World Café dialogue, we 
suggest reading World  
Café To-Go and The Art of 
Powerful Questions which  
will give you further ideas  
for questions in this area. 
Generally, we encourage  
you to design questions  
that explore the intersection 
of the issues within the film 
and participants’ lives.
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Round 4: Final reflections question
When it comes time for final reflections and keeping relevant the information  
that has been cultivated in the room in the previous rounds, it is helpful to pose 
questions that enable attendees to share what they’ve learned and their interests  
for further exploration. For example: 
 What did the conversations we’ve just had spark you to think about or do  

moving forward? 
 What actions, including collaborations and conversations, would you like to 

engage in after this event? 
 How has this event shifted your understanding of veteran reintegration  

and PTSD?

Collecting the wisdom
It is useful and often powerful to have participants share with the larger group what was  
most “alive” in the small groups. This can represent the collective wisdom generated in the 
room through the various rounds of dialogue, and as such, it can be a useful assessment of 
what participants want to explore further. It also can contribute to an understanding of which 
actions and activities should be prioritized locally as well as who might have resources to 
contribute. At the end of your dialogue, organizing the collective wisdom notes and sharing 
them with attendees is an immediate and powerful next step. 

Whatever you do, you’ll want to be clear with your audience about the intention for the  
event and the follow-up! You may also find the event sparks some unintended outcomes.  
For example, your event may generate unexpected interest among some participants to 
create a community dialogue group of veterans and civilians to continue to meet regularly 
and talk about their experience in the war from both stateside and abroad. Be ready to help 
carry forward whatever such a generative event could inspire. This could be as simple as 
making an announcement after your event telling participants how they can get involved  
or offering a meeting room and other in-kind support—or as involved as volunteering to 
spearhead a follow-up activity, action, or vision. The key is to make sure you are prepared  
in advance to channel the interest and enthusiasm productively. 

WHAT IS A HOSPITABLE SPACE?

A hospitable space is one that feels safe and inviting, where 
everyone is free to offer their best thinking. The space invites 
people to share their experiences and opinions without debate or 
ridicule, a place where participants try to understand each other 
and expand their thinking by sharing viewpoints and actively 
listening to each other. 
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BEFORE YOUR EVENT ENDS

Calls to action
As part of your community conversation, clearly convey a set of realistic, tangible goals that 
your organization and partners intend to accomplish with the active support and participation 
of community members. Offer feasible ways for audience members to get directly involved, 
including the following:
• Go to www.takepart.com/vets to join our campaign and find ways in your community to 

return the service. 
• If you are a veteran seeking mental health services, contact your local veteran officer at 

your local VA. Find your local VA here. 
• If you are experiencing a desire to harm yourself, contact the Suicide Prevention Lifeline.

Provide resources
Provide your audience with resources that address dynamics specific to your community. 
These are some informational resources to consider:
• A fact sheet on veteran mental health services in your community 
• A flyer highlighting upcoming events and actions led by you and/or your partner 

organizations

Closing remarks
At the end of the evening, thank the panelists, moderator, and audience for their time.  
In addition, acknowledge and thank Participant Media, the Armed Forces Foundation, and  
the local host organization.

POST-EVENT: SUSTAINING MOMENTUM

The conversation can continue beyond your event! We hope your event is a pathway to 
additional activities and conversations that build community. 
• Follow up with attendees a few days after the event to help maintain momentum.  

Use the opportunity to share insights from the wisdom collected at the end of the  
evening and to propose opportunities to get involved in further relevant actions. 

• Host a Tweet chat or use Facebook or other platforms to post questions or create  
polls that invite further engagement. 

• Post photos and video from the event and create buzz about the ideas generated.
• Remember to keep your partner organizations and groups in the loop, too. Connect  

to their social media pages. And don’t forget about the Return the Service and  
That Which I Love Destroys Me pages and partners! 

If you want to do more, you can design your event to support further action with a little bit  
of extra planning. For example: 
• Sustained dialogue – Bill your screening as a dialogue series “kick-off.” Be sure your 

participants know when and where the next set of dialogues will be. 
• Targeted activities – These may emerge organically from the post-screening discussion, 

but you might consider introducing an issue or local problem as the focus for the event 
and tailoring your event accordingly.

www.takepart.com/vets
http://www.va.gov/directory/guide/home.asp?isflash=1
http://www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
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Creating a Safe Space:  
A Resource for Facilitators 
Facilitating a post-screening discussion or dialogue requires a facilitator to create a space 
where participants feel safe to share. Making sure the facilitator is prepared and confident in 
the role is key. The goal of the facilitator is to maximize collective intelligence, welcome and 
listen to diverse viewpoints, encourage full participation and civility, and transform conflict 
into creative cooperation. In addition, the film That Which I Love Destroys Me is a catalyst 
for dialogue to help communities begin or continue to think about and talk through ways to 
collaborate more effectively. It is important the facilitator uses the film as such.

In an ideal situation, you would bring in a trained dialogue facilitator with direct experience  
in facilitating dialogues. However, if your funding does not allow for this, you can seek out 
organizational partners with experience in dialogue hosting or facilitation. You might also  
ask an experienced dialogue facilitator to offer his or her services pro bono. If none of these 
options works out, we suggest you identify someone who represents your community and 
has strong communication skills to serve as your dialogue host. In this case, it may be a good 
idea to consider keeping the event small. Lastly, we have provided basic strategies for 
facilitators to keep in mind.

Jayson, Tyler, and Ric standing  
in front of the U.S. Capitol in 
Washington, DC.
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Before the Event
• Watch the film at least once before you facilitate the dialogue so you are aware of the 

major themes and your own “hot spots,” that is, issues that evoke particularly strong 
emotions, so you are better prepared to sensitively address other people’s hot spots and 
to create an environment in which participants can listen with curiosity and attention and 
speak respectfully to each other. 

• If you have the time, also watch the film with a small group of people beforehand to see 
how they react; this will give you a sense of what to expect, as well as offering you insight 
into how best to frame the discussion questions. 

 
Just After the Film
• Immediately after viewing the film, give audience members a few moments to silently 

process their thoughts before directing them into dyads. 
• Establish dialogue guidelines. See recommendations for dialogue guidelines in the  

above sections. 
• Remind participants that dialogue is about discovering together what is not already 

known, individually or by the group.
• Invite participants to speak from their heart and mind and to listen actively in order to 

understand.
• Encourage all participants to use paper and pen to capture insights and images, rather 

than keep notes.

During the Dialogue
• During the small-group dialogues, you can invite everyone to take notes and doodle to 

help capture what is being said; this will help with the sharing of insights during the final 
reflections.

• During the final reflections, rather than you making meaning for the group, encourage 
participants to share what they are noticing and hearing in the room. Certainly, you can 
reflect on trends and themes emerging, but it is more powerful when these insights come 
from the participants in the room. 

Tyler shooting; Jayson serving as 
his spotter.
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VETERANS FOUGHT FOR OUR FREEDOM;  
NOW IT’S OUR TURN TO FIGHT FOR THEIRS

THE PROBLEM 
While the vast majority of veterans are strengthened by their military service, war-time experience 
has taken a heavy toll and far too many veterans face challenges when they return home.

•  1 in 5 veterans of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan suffer with PTSD or major depression.
•  1 in 6 veterans of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan suffer with a substance abuse disorder.
•  Approximately 22 veterans commit suicide every day.

 Veterans with substance abuse and/or mental health disorders often find it difficult to  
secure a job, support their family, or maintain housing, resulting in high rates of unemployment, 
homelessness, crime or worse. The results are staggering—over 700,000 veterans are currently  
in the criminal justice system. 81% suffer from a mental health or substance abuse disorder.

THE SOLUTION
Veterans Treatment Courts: Nationally recognized as the most innovative alternative to  
incarceration for veterans with mental health and/or substance abuse disorders. Veterans 
Treatment Courts (VTCs) conducted by specially trained and supported staff—including a Judge, 
an Interdisciplinary Court Team of justice and treatment professionals and a volunteer Veteran 
Mentor—provide a rigorous and structured program of regular court appearances, mandatory 
treatment sessions, and frequent, random substance testing to ensure veterans return to being 
healthy members of their community. VTCs often represent the earliest, if not only, point of 
contact with a troubled veteran for early intervention and treatment. VTCs ensure veterans  
receive their earned local, state and federal benefits (e.g. Veterans Health Administration,  
Veterans Benefit Administration).  VTC Veteran Mentors provide critical peer-to-peer support  
and understanding. 

“VETERANS TREATMENT COURTS SAVE VETERANS’ LIVES,  
FAMILIES, AND FUTURES—WHILE SAVING TAX-PAYER DOLLARS.”

We urgently need more Veterans Treatment Courts. With 21.9 million veterans, there is  
an urgent and growing need for more VTCs. Justice For Vets is the only national organization  
dedicated to meeting this need through the expansion and coordination of VTCs.  Justice for Vets:

•  Offers the only comprehensive training for judges, court staff, and volunteer Veteran Mentors 

•  Builds the National Veteran Mentor Corps through training, education, and technical assistance

•  Advocates on Capitol Hill for federal VTC funding (including the first ever VTC  
Appropriation in FY13)

•  Directly assists in the development of VTC supportive state legislation

•  Ensures veteran issues are at the forefront of national media

•  Maintains strategic partnerships with the nation’s leading veterans service organizations

•   Convenes Vet Court Con, the only conference dedicated to VTCs and justice-involved veterans

Justice For Vets has transformed the way the criminal justice system identifies,  
assesses, and treats our veterans. Today over 11,000 veterans are in Veterans  
Treatment Courts instead of languishing behind bars.

JUSTICE FOR VETS IS THE ONLY NATIONAL ORGANIZATION DEDICATED TO  
THE EXPANSION AND COORDINATION OF VETERANS TREATMENT COURTS.

Visit us online at www.justiceforvets.org.
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Resources and Organizations

Return the Service Campaign
Return the Service is a multiplatform campaign that focuses on both storytelling and 
advocacy to improve the lives of millennial veterans in the United States. It hopes to build 
awareness and shine a spotlight on the myriad issues facing millennial veterans, engage 
communities and jump-start the conversation for their audience, and, ultimately, ignite social 
change through local, state, and national policymakers while creating a platform that 
provides resources to help veterans.

Armed Forces Foundation
The Armed Forces Foundation works to protect and promote the physical, mental and 
emotional wellness of military service members, veterans, and their families. Through  
direct assistance programs and awareness and advocacy campaigns, it seeks to honor this 
population for its service, improve military-to-civilian reintegration efforts and preserve 
America’s fighting forces for the future.

Justice for Vets
Justice for Vets enables the creation of a nationwide network of Veterans Treatment Courts 
that is transforming the way veterans are handled in the criminal justice system. It will keep 
veterans out of jail and prison, saving their lives, their families, and their futures while saving 
tax dollars for the American public. Veterans fought for our freedom—now it’s our turn to 
fight for theirs. 

Give an Hour
Give an Hour (GAH) is a nonprofit organization founded by Dr. Barbara Van Dahlen, a 
psychologist in the Washington, D.C., area. The organization’s mission is to develop national 
networks of volunteers capable of responding to both acute and chronic conditions that arise 
within our society. Currently, GAH is dedicated to meeting the mental health needs of the 
troops and families affected by the ongoing conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Team Red, White and Blue
Team Red, White and Blue’s mission is to enrich the lives of America’s veterans by connecting 
them to their community through physical and social activity.

Jayson and Tyler in Los Angeles; 
Tyler using his left-hand shooting 
grip to overcome the injury to his 
right arm.

http://www.takepart.com/return-the-service/
https://armedforcesfoundation.org
http://www.justiceforvets.org
http://www.giveanhour.org
http://teamrwb.org/?gclid=CKeU-a-JzsMCFRQbgQodNU8A8w
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Team Rubicon
Team Rubicon unites the skills and experiences of military veterans with first responders to 
rapidly deploy emergency response teams.

The Mission Continues
The Mission Continues implements programs that bring veterans together, channeling their 
unwavering commitment and leadership skills to serve critical needs in their communities. 
While serving, veterans acquire new tools to help them succeed, as well as a renewed sense 
of purpose and passion.

Veteran Artist Program
The Veteran Artist Program (VAP) is a nonprofit organization that propels the work and 
careers of artists who are also veterans into the mainstream creative arts community through 
networking, mentorships, collaboration with professional artists and original productions.  
The VAP is based in New York City and is currently creating programs across the country to 
expand the network and visibility of veteran artists.

Veterans in Film & Television
Veterans in Film & Television (VFT) is a Los Angeles–based nonprofit networking organization 
that unites current and former members of the military working in the film and television 
industry. Created and operated by veterans, VFT is a resource for the film and television 
industry to easily find, connect with and hire veterans working in the industry. It is also an 
organization for veterans who work or aspire to work in film and television to interact with, 
support, and learn from each other.

Volunteers of America
Volunteers of America is the charity that always steps forward to help the most vulnerable. 
For more than 118 years, it has taken on the most difficult tasks to help the most underserved. 
They provide services that are designed locally to address specific community needs.  
Their common areas of focus include promoting self-sufficiency for the homeless and for 
others overcoming personal crises, caring for the elderly and disabled and fostering their 
independence, and supporting positive development for troubled and at-risk children  
and youth. 

Intersections International
Intersections International leads people to unite across lines of difference in mutual pursuit  
of social justice, globally and locally. It creates safe space at the crossroads of some of our 
world’s most critical conflicts, engaging dissimilar communities in dialogue, service, advocacy 
and artistic expression. Together, they work toward a just world—united in diversity. Its 
program Service Together unites veterans and civilians by building community and providing 
mutual service to others.

Millennial Veterans in America Issue Brief
The brief “Challenges and Opportunities for Young Veterans” is based on a national  
phone survey from Participant Media conducted by Princeton Survey Research Associates 
International in late April and early May 2014. According to the survey, the American public  
is deeply appreciative of young military veterans’ service. Yet the vast majority believe that 
veterans’ new journeys are only just beginning and that the country has a long way to go to 
support them. 

http://www.teamrubiconusa.org
https://www.missioncontinues.org/?gclid=CM3ztJqJzsMCFRQbgQodNU8A8w
http://veteranartistprogram.org
http://www.vftla.org
http://www.voa.org
http://www.intersectionsinternational.org/service-together
http://www.takepart.com/sites/default/files/Participant_Media_External_IssueBriefRTS.pdf
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© 2015 Participant Media, LLC.  
All rights reserved. All images courtesy of Armed Forces Foundation.

Active Voice is a team of communications experts who specialize in working with powerful 
films to advance movements for social change. We believe that talented filmmakers and 
storytellers are as important to social change as policy makers, grassroots organizers, 
researchers, funders, and issue leaders. Since 2001, Active Voice has been working within  
this Ecosystem of Change to identify a film’s unique qualities to support movement building, 
and then help communities, networks, and organizations make the most of that narrative 
power to advance real, measurable change. www.activevoice.net 

Participant is a global entertainment company founded in 2004 by Jeff Skoll to focus on 
feature films, television, publishing and digital content that inspire social change. Participant’s 
more than 60 films include Good Night, and Good Luck, Syriana, An Inconvenient Truth, 
Food, Inc., Waiting for “Superman”, The Help, Contagion and Lincoln. Participant’s Social 
Action campaigns and its digital network, TakePart.com, continue the conversation and 
connect audiences to a wealth of content and actions. Its new millennial television network 
Pivot (pivot.tv), launched in 40 million-plus homes, is TV for The New Greatest Generation. 
www.participantmedia.com

The Armed Forces Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit that works to protect and promote  
the physical, mental and emotional wellness of military service members, veterans and their 
families. Through direct assistance programs and awareness and advocacy campaigns, it 
seeks to honor this population for its service, improve military-to-civilian reintegration efforts 
and preserve America’s fighting forces for the future. www.armedforcesfoundation.org
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Planning Checklist

 Hold a planning meeting. 
 Recruit partners and/or co-sponsors. 
 Determine your general objectives and target audiences.

 Determine the date of your event.
 Book the venue.
 Refine objectives for the event.
 Identify roles for partner organizations and secure commitments.

 Draft the event agenda; vet with partners if applicable.
 Determine speakers, panelists, performers, and the moderator.
 Create promotional materials: a flyer, email blasts, and/or a press release.
 Request food and raffle donations from local businesses.
 Arrange for a translator to attend if you expect audience members with limited English proficiency.

 Get the word out electronically (Facebook, Twitter, etc). Include contact information,  
 your website address, and RSVP information as applicable. 

 Contact community calendars and online event sites about your event.
 Post flyers in high-traffic areas. 

 Send out your press release. 
 Determine the technical equipment that you’re going to need.
 Check all of the equipment with the DVD you’ll be using for your event.
 Confirm food for the reception (if applicable).
 Confirm all details with event staff (caterer, venue, IT, etc.) and finalize the agenda.

 Follow up with press who expressed an interest in covering the story. Remind them what makes  
 your event unique and important for the community.

 Test all of your equipment at the venue where the film will be screened.
 Send a reminder email blast.
 Make copies of handouts containing relevant facts, action steps and so on to distribute  

 at the event.

 Before the event starts, huddle with your local partners and panelists to get everyone on the  
 same page regarding your introductions and post-screening discussion.

 Set up any tables or display materials.
 Assign one or two people to greet people as they arrive and to distribute programs, materials  

 and so on.
 Assign a timekeeper to keep the event on track. 
 Check in with your photographer to make sure he/she understands the event’s agenda. 
 If you collected RSVPs, have an alphabetically ordered guest list handy to keep track of who  

 comes and how many unexpected people show up.

 Send a follow-up email to attendees and invite them to future meetings and events.

Preliminary prep  
at least 6–8 weeks  
prior to event

Initial planning  
6 weeks prior to event

Logistical planning  
4 weeks prior to event

Promotion  
3–4 weeks prior  
to event

Continued planning  
2 weeks prior to event

Media outreach  
10 days prior to event

Final logistics  
several days prior  
to event

At the event itself

After your screening


